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Growth Toward 
Independence

PRESCHOOL STAGE
(3K) 780 weeks remaining

DEVELOPMENTAL SNAPSHOT
• Balances on one foot for 5-10 seconds
• Strings beads and cuts with scissors (the plastic kind)
• Walks up stairs with alternating feet
• Puts on shoes (just don’t try to correct them if they put the left on 
their right foot)

• Increasingly easier to understand
• May struggle with some sounds: r, l, s, z, j, sh, ch, th
• Says over 1,000 words (but who’s really counting anymore?)
• Answers “what”, “where”, and “when” questions

• May struggle to understand “real” from “not real”
• Unable to take the point of view of others
• Lives in the present; has a limited memory of past events
• Learns by putting things into simple categories

• May scream, throw tantrums, and show aggression
• Enjoys both physical humor and simple jokes
• Can express basic emotions when asked
• Can tell you what makes them happy or sad

• Use the potty
• Use a fork and spoon
• Take trash to the trash can
• Fill a pet’s food or water dish
• Dress themselves (kind of)
• Pick up toys
• Put dirty clothes in the hamper
• Carry dishes to the sink
• Help carry groceries (the light ones)
• Put groceries on the conveyor belt
• Water plants (when you ask)
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Growth Toward 
Independence

PRESCHOOL STAGE
(4K) 728 weeks remaining

DEVELOPMENTAL SNAPSHOT
• Hops on one foot
• Strings beads and cuts with scissors (the plastic kind)
• Throws a ball overhand and catches a bounced ball (sometimes)
• Draws circles, squares, and a person with 2-4 body parts

• Tells a short story
• Keeps a conversation going
• May struggle with some sounds: r, l, s, z, j, sh, ch, th
• Adjusts speech based on the listener and location

• Sorts things and ideas into categories
• Recognizes less and more (especially if it’s candy)
• Can argue, explain, and rationalize (you may have noticed) 
• Lives in the present, but enjoys retelling the story of past events

• Tends to be optimistic in spite of failure
• Enjoys both physical humor and simple jokes
• Can learn relaxation techniques (take a deep breath)
• Often deals with fear and anxiety by distracting themselves

• Dress themselves
• Write their first name
• Make simple snacks
• Sort toys and put them away
• Sort laundry (darks/lights)
• Dust large surfaces
• Help set the table (napkins and flatware)
• Put dishes in the dishwasher
• Help put detergent in the dishwasher
• Hang up wet towels (hang a hook on their level)
• Help carry groceries (the light ones)


